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Sams' Teach Yourself Linux in 24 HoursSams Publishing, 1999
While this guide won't make you an expert in Linux, it will explain how to get Red Hat Linux to work and how to do basic things with it. Organized into 24 lessons that take about an hour apiece, this book helps you ensure that your system can handle Linux and walks you through the process of installing Red Hat Linux and the Xfree86 windowing...
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The Orthopaedic Physical ExamSaunders, 2004
"Excellent for anyone evaluating orthopaedic patients...A good reference for brushing up on the lesser-used tests that are needed on occasion in a clinical practice...A good addition to the libraries of practitioners who wish to sharpen their clinical diagnostic techniques."JOSPT     

       A must-have for anyone who performs...
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jQuery Plugin Development Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2010

	jQuery is the most famous JavaScript library. If you use jQuery a lot, it may be a good idea to start packaging your code into plugins. A jQuery plugin is simply a way to put your code into a package, which makes it easier to maintain your code and use it across different projects. Although basic scripting is relatively straightforward,...
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Adobe Flash 11 Stage3D (Molehill) Game Programming Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2011


	Adobe's Stage3D (previously codenamed Molehill) is a set of 3D APIs that has brought 3D to the Flash platform. Being a completely new technology, there were almost no resources to get you acquainted with this revolutionary platform, until now.




	This book will show you how to make your very own next-gen 3D games in Flash. If...
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Everyday Computing with Windows 8.1Apress, 2014

	Get the most out of Windows 8.1 for your every day computing tasks, with no jargon. Clear, concise and to the point. This brief book, Everyday Computing With Windows 8.1 provides the essentials of using a desktop or laptop running Windows 8 or 8.1, providing a fast read for the...
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SDL Game Development: (Black & White)Packt Publishing, 2013

	BLACK & WHITE EDITION


	If you're good with C++ and object oriented programming, this book utilizes your skills to create 2D games using the Simple DirectMedia Layer API. Practical tutorials include the development of two wickedly good games.


	Overview

	
		Create 2D reusable games using...
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Reconstructive Facial Plastic Surgery: A Problem-Solving ManualThieme Medical Publishers, 2001

	
		A step-by-step guide to facial plastic surgery from an international expert!

	
		WINNER OF THE 2001 GEORGE DAVEY HOWELLS MEMORIAL PRIZE FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF LONDON!

	
		Drawing on decades of teaching and clinical experience, Dr. Weerda gives you a practical, step-by-step guide to facial and auricular...
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A Beginner's Guide to Discrete MathematicsBirkhauser, 2011

	Wallis's book on discrete mathematics is a resource for an introductory course in a subject fundamental to both mathematics and computer science, a course that is expected not only to cover certain specific topics but also to introduce students to important modes of thought specific to each discipline . . . Lower-division undergraduates...
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Building Low-Code Applications with Mendix: Discover best practices and expert techniques to simplify enterprise web developmentPackt Publishing, 2021

	
		Transform your app ideas into fully functional prototypes with the help of expert tips and best practices from Mendix partners

	
		Key Features

		
			Meet the ever-increasing demand for software solution delivery without having to write any code
	
			Build high-availability, low-cost...
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Thinking in Java (2nd Edition)Pearson Education, 2000
Perfect for migrating to Java from a fellow object-oriented language  (such as C++), the second edition of Thinking in Java continues the  earlier version's thoughtful approach to learning Java inside and out, while  also bringing it up to speed with some of the latest in Java 2 features. This  massive tutorial covers many of the nooks and...
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The Animator's Survival Kit, Expanded Edition: A Manual of Methods, Principles and Formulas for Classical, Computer, Games, Stop Motion and Internet AnimatorsFaber & Faber, 2009

	The definitive book on animation, from the Academy Award-winning animator behind Who Framed Roger Rabbit?

	

	Animation is one of the hottest areas of filmmaking today--and the master animator who bridges the old generation and the new is Richard Williams. During his fifty years in the business, Williams has been...
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Android Application Development All-in-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2011

	A must-have pedagogical resource from an expert Java educator


	As a Linux-based operating system designed for mobile devices, the Android OS allows programs to run on all Android devices and appear free in the Android Market. Whether you're a beginner programmer eager to create mobile applications or you're...
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